
CLADDAGH RINGS

The Claddagh ring (Irish: fÃ¡inne Chladaigh) is a traditional Irish ring which represents love, loyalty, and friendship The
design and customs associated with it.

The clasped hands design was often used as an official Roman pledging symbol. Traditionally, if the ring is on
the right hand with the heart facing outward and away from the body, this indicates that the person wearing the
ring is not in any serious relationship, and may in fact be single and looking for a relationship: "their heart is
open. Single, dating, married and widowed. I wear it on my left ring finger along with a wedding band to
represent our infinite love but should the point of the heart be facing my hand and heart or turned away from
me? Sadly, very little remains of the cottages that once stood in The Claddagh. He set sail from Galway for the
West Indies only to be captured by Algerian pirates and sold into slavery to a Moorish goldsmith. I hope I find
you all well this week. Right hand- same as you have here. The story concerns Margaret Joyce, known as
Margaret of the Bridges on account of her using her substantial inheritance from her first marriage to a
wealthy Spanish merchant to build the bridges of Connacht. As it is today, where the famous Corrib River
meets the Atlantic ocean. The circle of life, if you will. Here, the classic Claddagh is given a fresh
contemporary update. Our shop is based in the heart of Galway City, Ireland as is our workshop, where each
ring is expertly crafted. His are among the oldest surviving examples of the Claddagh ring, in many cases
bearing his signature. Jones says: The clasped hands [style ring] Coming from an Irish person, I think wearing
this ring for him is a beautiful gesture whatever way you choose to wear it. He proposed to the maid with this
ring, and after the father heard the explanation of the symbolism of the ring, he gave his blessing. Claddagh
rings are relatively popular among the Irish [15] and those of Irish heritage, such as Irish Americans, [21] as
cultural symbols and as friendship, engagement and wedding rings. Upon his return he presented her with the
ring and they were married. As romantic as the idea of white-washed cottages may seem, in reality they were
unsanitary accommodation and were demolished in the s. Claddagh Ring Symbolism In Irish tradition, the
Claddagh is passed down from mother to the eldest daughter and is kept in the family for generations. The
story goes back some years to the tiny fishing villlage of the same name on the edge of the City of Tribes.
Another story tells of a Prince who fell in love with a common maid. Tradition These rings were one of the
few valuable possessions they had when making the long journey overseas and were kept as heirlooms.
Mullingar Pewter Claddagh Jewelry Box Maybe her collection of Claddagh jewelry is complete so why not
give her the gift of this stunning jewlery box. Fallon continued working as a goldsmith until  All this out of
charity, so one day an eagle dropped the Claddagh ring into her lap, as a reward. A " Fenian " Claddagh ring,
without a crown, is a slightly different take on the design but has not achieved the level of popularity of the
crowned version. Let's take a closer look at this traditional Irish ring: - Two Hands: These are clasped around a
heart, the heart hands are a representation of friendship.


